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ABSTRACT

Molecular information theory was used to create
sequence logos and promoter models for eight
phages of the T7 group: T7, fA1122, T3, fYeO3-12,
SP6, K1-5, gh-1 and K11. When these models were
used to scan the corresponding genomes, a signific-
ant gap in the individual information distribution was
observed between functional promoter sites and
other sequences, suggesting that the models can
be used to identify new T7-like promoters. When a
combined 76-site model was used to scan the eight
phages, 108 of the total 109 promoters were found,
while none were found for other T7-like phages,
fKMV, P60, VpV262, SIO1, PaP3, Xp10, P-SSP7 and
Ppu40, indicating that these phages do not belong to
the T7 group. We propose that the T7-like transcrip-
tion system, which consists of a phage-specific RNA
polymerase and a set of conserved T7-like promoters,
is a hallmark feature of the T7 group and can be used
to classify T7-like phages. Phylogenetic trees of the
T7-like promoter models and their corresponding
RNA polymerases are similar, suggesting that the
eight phages of the T7 group can be classified into
five subgroups. However the SP6-like polymerases
have apparently diverged from other polymerases
more than their promoters have diverged from other
promoters.

INTRODUCTION

Transcription plays a key role in the expression of genetic
information (1). Many double-stranded DNA bacteriophages
utilize the transcription system of their hosts. However, a group
of phages within the Podoviridae family share a common

phylogenetic origin with bacteriophage T7 (2); members of
this group mainly utilize their own transcription systems,
which consist of a phage-specific RNA polymerase (RNAP)
and a set of conserved promoters scattered across the phage
genome. The phage RNAP is encoded by a single gene in
the early region of the phage genome. In the early stage of
infection, the host RNAP recognizes promoters located
near one end of the bacteriophage DNA and transcribes a
segment of �20% of the genome, which includes the phage
RNAP gene. During the next stage of infection, the phage
RNAP specifically recognizes its cognate promoters on the
phage genome and carries out all the steps of transcription
without any accessory factors. The phage transcription system
not only plays an important role in phage gene expression,
but also drives the efficient translocation of viral DNA into
the host cells. This strategy of infection is characteristic of
the T7 group of phages (3). Because the T7 RNA polymerase
is simple and T7 promoters are only recognized by their
cognate polymerase, a lot of work has been done to
understand transcription in T7 and the related phages T3
and SP6 (4–8).

Historically, classification of phages relied on morphology
and host range, as well as genome size and type, resulting in
the International Committee on the Taxonomy of Viruses
(ICTV) taxonomic system (9). Owing to the rapid accumula-
tion of phage genomic data and the absence of morphology
and culturing data, a genome-based classification was pro-
posed recently (10). Many phages have been shown to evolve
by exchanging modules (11), so a taxonomy based on indi-
vidual modules was also proposed (12). A group of phylogen-
etically related phages usually share some unique features,
which could also be used for classification. For example,
the phage RNAP has been recognized as a hallmark feature
for the T7 group of phages (13,14). The T7-like promoters,
recognized by the phage-specific RNAP, are also an important
feature, but they have not been used for classification. Any
phage-specific protein could be obtained by a single modular
exchange during evolution and so might not be useful for
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classification by itself. In contrast, a set of T7-like promoters,
which are spread across a phage genome, suggests that the
genome is organized like type phage T7 or that there was
de novo appearance of the sites. In this paper we propose
that these promoters can be used in conjunction with the
phage RNAP as a criterion for classification of T7-like phages.

In recent years, many phage genome sequences have been
determined, including more than 10 T7-like phages. The
coliphages T7 (15), T3 (16) and K1-5 (17), the yersiniophages
fYeO3-12 (18) and fA1122 (19), the Salmonella phage SP6
(17,20) and the Pseudomonas putida phage gh-1 (21) are
recognized members of the T7 group. Several other phages
were also suggested to be related to phage T7 by genome
similarity. The Pseudomonas aeruginosa phage fKMV (22)
and cyanophage P60 (23) are thought to be T7-like because
they contain >10 T7-like genes (including a T7-like RNAP
gene). The Vibrio parahaemolyticus phage VpV262 (24) and
rosephage SIO1 (25) lack an RNAP gene in their genome, but
contain a T7-like head structure module; thus, they have been
thought to be members of the T7 supergroup (24). The
Klebsiella phage K11 (26,27), Kluyveraphage Kvp1 (28),
coliphage BA14 (29,30) and several others (3,31,32) were
clearly shown to be closely related to phage T7, though no
complete genome sequences are available for them.

Predicting promoters in the T7 group of phages is relatively
easy, because the promoters are well conserved (33). Some
previous predictions were made using a string-based search
algorithm (34). However, counting mismatches to a consensus
sequence is often misleading (35). Molecular information the-
ory gives more sensitive weights than mismatch counts (35),
so it can be used to precisely characterize the sequence con-
servation at nucleic acid-binding sites, thus providing better
models for molecular biologists. Because it provides a univer-
sal scale for sequence conservation in bits, molecular informa-
tion theory has been widely applied to many genetic systems,
and it has provided much insight (33,36–38).

In this study, we used information theory (39) to build
promoter models for eight phages of the T7 group. Combined
models were also built. These models were used to identify
new T7-like promoters and to construct phylogenetic trees.

According to the ICTV taxonomic system, the T7-like
genus was defined within the Podoviridae family as phages
that encode a phage-specific RNAP (13,14). Based on
this, 10 phages were classified into the T7-like genus, and
16 phages were tentatively assigned to be members of this
genus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/ICTVdb/Ictv). There are
several features in common for T7 group phages, including
terminal redundancy, genome size and morphology. However,
the strategy of infection is unique to the T7 group of phages,
and this strategy is largely determined by the transcription
system, so, following Hausmann (2) we propose that the
phage-specific RNAP and a set of conserved T7-like pro-
moters can be jointly used as a hallmark feature to classify
a phage as a member of the T7 group or not. In this classi-
fication scheme, phages that lack an RNAP gene and/or a set
of conserved T7-like promoters, but share at least one genetic
module with the members of the T7 group, are assigned to be
members of the T7 supergroup but not the T7 group (24).
Based on the T7-like promoter models and data from the
literature, a classification of more than six subgroups within
the T7 group is proposed (Figure 8).

In this study we observed that, although the promoters must
coevolve with their polymerases, the relative genetic distance
of the DNA-binding sites and their proteins are not the same.
That is, neutral drift of the whole proteins is not the same as
functional changes of their corresponding DNA-binding sites.
We suggest two hypotheses to explain this discrepancy.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Programs

Most programs used in this work are available at http://www.
ccrnp.ncifcrf.gov/~toms/. Other programs used include Blast2
(http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/bl2seq/bl2.html) (40), GAP
and PileUp (from the GCG package) (41), dnadist, protdist,
neighbor and drawtree (from the PHYLIP 3.6a3 package,
which was written by J. Felsenstein and distributed by the
University of Washington, http://evolution.gs.washington.
edu/phylip.html) (42).

Building promoter models for T7-like phages

The promoter sequences were aligned and sequence logos
were made using the programs delila, alist, encode, rseq, dal-
vec and makelogo (43,44). Information theory based weight
matrix models were constructed using the ri program (39).

To create combined models, delila instructions for different
phage promoters were concatenated and the promoter
sequences were first extracted using delila. Then the combined
models were built using the above mentioned programs. The
most closely related models were combined, then all models
were combined into a single model.

Genome scanning

Genome scanning was carried out by the program scan (39)
with each of the phage promoter models or combined models.
The programs genhis, genpic and xyplo were used to plot the
individual information distribution (39).

Since the T7-like promoters are asymmetric, all genomes
were scanned on both strands. However, in all members of the
T7 group described so far, all transcripts and encoded proteins
originate from only one strand. Therefore, the T7-like phages
were also scanned on the noncoding strand alone to give an
internal negative control for each scan.

Phylogenetic analysis

The promoters used are listed in Figure 1. How this set was
obtained is described in Results.

The base frequency matrices were used to construct a phylo-
geny for the eight promoter models. The program diffribl was
used to calculate the distances among the promoter models
(from base position �20 to +5). First, the base frequencies at
each position of a promoter model were represented in 3D
space, based on Zhang’s method (45). The positional distances
were calculated in that probability space and then summed
across the sites to give a distance between two matrices. An
unrooted phylogenetic tree was constructed based on the
resulting distance matrix by the program neighbor from the
PHYLIP 3.6a3 package (42). The program drawtree was used
to plot the tree. In the alternative Euclidean distance method,
the 4D distance between individual information weights at a
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Figure 1. Collection and alignment of 109 T7-like promoters. The promoters were collected from each of the eight phages of the T7 group, and aligned from �20 to
+5 (shown on the top of the alignment), relative to the transcription start (at 0). Each section contains promoters from one of the eight phages; the phage names and
genome accession numbers are given in the beginning of each section; the promoter names and coordinates are also given. The individual information of each site,
given in bits, is based on the promoter model for that phage. 17A (marked by a star) is a fA1122-like promoter in the T3 genome. It was not used to build the T3 model
and gave only 17.3 bits by the T3 model. It is 40 bits by the fA1122 and T7 models (Figure 5).
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position were computed, and these were summed across the
entire matrix.

Phylogenetic analysis was also performed on the amino acid
sequences for single-subunit RNAPs of coliphages T7 (Gen-
Bank accession number: NP_041960) (46), T3 (NP_523301)
(47) and K1-5 (AAL86891) (48), yersiniophages fA1122
(NP_848264) (19) and fYeO3-12 (NP_052071) (18),
Salmonella phage SP6 (NP_853568) (49,50), P.putida
phage gh-1 (NP_813747) (21,51) and Klebsiella phage K11
(CAA37330) (27,52). In addition, three T7-like RNAPs from
Pseudomonas phage fKMV (NP_877465) (22), cyanophage
P60 (NP_570316) (23) and Xanthomonas oryzae phage Xp10
(NP_858979) (53,54) were included. Three T7-like RNAPs
that were found in bacterial genomes, P.putida strain KT2440
(NP_744415) (55,20), Agrobacterium tumefaciens strain C58
(NP_531879) (56) and Rhodopseudomonas palustris strain
CGA009 (NP_947869) (57) were also included in the analysis.

The protein sequences were aligned by the program PileUp
available in the GCG package (41). The program protdist was
used to calculate the distances among these proteins based on
the Jones–Taylor–Thornton amino acid replacement model
(58), and the resulting distance matrix was used to infer a
tree using the neighbor-joining method (59) by the program
neighbor. For both protdist and neighbor we used default
parameters. The program drawtree was used to plot an
unrooted tree. A bootstrap analysis of 1000 replicates was
performed to test the statistical significance of branches in
the tree (60). The GCG program GAP was used to calculate
the per cent similarity and identity among the proteins based
on the alignment scoring matrix BLOSUM62 (61), and the
result is available in Supplementary Table S1.

RESULTS

Collection of T7-like promoters and building promoter
models for T7 group phages

Since T7-like promoters are well conserved, the promoter
model should significantly distinguish its own promoters
from the background when the model is used to scan its
own genome. We used this as a criterion to build T7-like
promoter models. Briefly, we first build an initial model by
using known promoters or sites that are picked up by a closely
related model. We then refine the initial model by incorpor-
ating intermediate sites or by removing sites that fall into the
background of genomic sequence until we obtain a model that
can significantly distinguish the sites in the model from the
background. Because of the high information content of T7
promoters (4,33), the sites are significantly separated from the
background. As a result, this process is straightforward and we
found that it can be applied to other T7-like promoters.

A total of 109 T7-like promoters (including a T7 promoter
in the T3 genome) were extracted from eight phages of the T7
group. The promoters were aligned (Figure 1) and respective
sequence logos and promoter models were built (Figure 2) as
described previously (33,39,43,44). For the promoter align-
ments in Figure 1 and sequence logos in Figure 2, we used a
numbering system with position 0 to indicate the transcription
start. Position 0 is always the coordinate of reported binding
site locations.

The 17 known T7 promoters from the phage T7 genome
(NC_001604) (15) were used to build the T7 promoter model.
The average information content at the T7 promoters is
34.9 ± 5.9 bits, where we report the SD of the individual
information distribution (39). When the T7 model is scanned
over the T7 genome, the highest site, excluding the known
promoters, is 13.6 bits. Therefore the background is 3.6 SD
below the mean. The probability of inappropriately picking up
the background is 1.5 · 10�4. Therefore the T7 promoters are
significantly different from the background.

The T7 model was used to scan the closely-related phage
fA1122 genome (19). Above 24 bits 17 sites were picked up
(the other sequences are lower than 13 bits) at positions equi-
valent to those in T7. These 17 sites were used to build the
fA1122 promoter model, which looks almost identical to the
T7 model (Figure 2). In fact, 12 T7 promoters are identical to
their counterparts of fA1122 promoters from �20 to +5.
Furthermore, promoters 6.5, 10 and 13 in both genomes
and OR in T7 are identical in this range (Figure 1).

The 14 known T3 promoters (16) were used to build the
T3 model. The phage fYeO3-12 has been shown to be
closely related to the phage T3 (18,62), so the T3 model
was used to scan the fYeO3-12 genome. Above 30 bits 15
sites were picked up (the other sequences are lower than 16
bits) and used to build the fYeO3-12 model, which is almost
identical to the T3 model (Figure 2). In fact, 10 pairs of the T3
and fYeO3-12 promoters are identical from �20 to +5
(Figure 1).

The phage SP6 is a distantly-related member of the T7
group (17,20,50), so the T7, fA1122, T3 and fYeO3-12 mod-
els cannot distinguish SP6 promoters from the background
(Figure 5). Four known SP6 promoters (63,64) were aligned
against the SP6 genome sequence (17,20) by the program
Blast2 (40) to reveal four more SP6 promoters. When a
model built with the eight sites was used to scan the genome
sequence, four more sites with an individual information
above 20 bits were picked up. The model built from the 12
sites can pick up themselves above 25 bits and the background
is below 15 bits (Figure 5E), so the 12-site model was used as
the SP6 model (Figure 2).

To confirm our SP6 model we started instead from a pub-
lished frequency table of 11 SP6 promoters (65) to build a
temporary model, which was then used to scan the SP6 gen-
ome. Above 25 bits 11 sites and one site of 21.9 bits were
found. These 12 sites correspond to the sites in the 12-site
model mentioned above. A model built with the 11 sites gives
the same frequency table as in (65), so we believe these 11
sites are the 11 SP6 promoters described by Lee and Kang
(65). Scholl et al. (17) predicted 12 promoters in the SP6
genome, 11 of which are the same as predicted in this
study, but the other site at position 29410 has only 12 bits.
This site contains CGC from �17 to �15, while according to a
saturation mutagenesis analysis (8), a positive control had
ATT over the same range, so this site may not be functional
or is weak. Using a consensus sequence Dobbins et al. (20)
predicted 10 SP6 promoters, but they missed the one at 6304,
which departs from their consensus promoter at position �1 by
having a T instead of A. This site should be functional based
on the saturation mutagenesis analysis (8). One site at 2121,
which was predicted in the present study (Figure 1), departs
from all other sites by having an A at position 0 instead of a G,
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so it might not be functional according to Shin and Kang’s
analysis (8). However, Shin and Kang’s analysis was based on
an SP6 consensus promoter that contains an A at +1. The site at
2121 contains a G at +1, so it could be functional, because a G
to A variant at position 0 of T7 promoter 10 retains 33% of
activity (6). Furthermore, two T7 promoters (OL and 2.5) and
three T3 promoters (1.3, 1.5 and 11) also contain an A at 0 and
a G at +1 (Figure 1). Finally, the rest of the site at 2121 clearly
resembles the other SP6 promoters (Figure 1).

The phage K1-5 has been reported to be closely related to
phage SP6 (17,48), so the SP6 model was used to scan the

K1-5 genome (17). Above 16 bits 16 sites were picked up and
used to build an initial K1-5 model. When the model built from
the 16 sites was used to scan the K1-5 genome, 14 sites were
picked up above 23 bits; the next best sites, of 17 and 18 bits,
were discarded as being too weak. The 14 sites were used to
build the K1-5 model, which picks up all 14 sites above 23 bits,
while the background is below 14 bits, so the 14-site model
was considered as the K1-5 model. The K1-5 model looks
highly similar to the SP6 model except for the region from
�12 to �10 (Figure 2). The most contradicting base is at
position �11. All K1-5 promoters contain a pyrimidine at

Figure 2. Sequence logos for promoters of eight T7 group phages. The phage genome and the number of sites are given for each logo. In these sequence logos, the
height of each letter is proportional to the frequency of that base at each position, and the height of the letter stack is the conservation in bits (43). The sine wave on each
logo represents the 10.6 base helical twist of B-form DNA (36,44). Position�8 of T7 promoters faces the polymerase (88) (solid wave) while this has not been shown
for other sites (dashed waves). Information content (Rs) was calculated from�20 to +5 for the upper six logos,�18 to +5 for the gh-1 logo and�17 to +4 for the K11
logo. Position 0 is the transcription start.
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this position, suggesting that SP6 RNAP may not be functional
on K1-5 promoters (8), while it remains to be confirmed
whether the K1-5 RNAP will recognize SP6 promoters.
Besides the 14 sites, Scholl et al. (17) predicted one more
site at 31054; however, this site has an information of 5
bits by the 14-site model. Even if this site is included in
the 14-site model, its information is only 8 bits, so this site
was excluded.

Phage gh-1 has been shown to be related to phage T7 (51)
and the genome sequence confirmed this (21). However, phage
gh-1 is less related to other members of the T7 group (T7, T3
and K11) than they are to each other (Supplementary
Figure S4), so the other T7-like promoter models could not
be used to identify the gh-1 promoters. In GenBank, 17 putat-
ive promoters were annotated for the phage gh-1 genome
sequence (NC_004665). These 17 putative promoters were
used to build an initial gh-1 promoter model, which was
then used to scan the gh-1 genome sequence. Above
24.5 bits 10 sites were picked up, while the other sites are
below 14 bits. A model built from the 10 sites can pick up all
10 sites above 28 bits, while the other sites are below 17 bits.
Furthermore, these 10 sites are the same as Kovalyova and
Kropinski predicted (21). So the 10-site model was viewed as
the gh-1 model. It shares a conserved region from �13 to �4
with the T3 and fYeO3-12 models (Figure 2).

Though the genome sequence of Klebsiella phage K11 is
not available, nine phage promoters have been identified
experimentally (26,27). The nine published promoters from
position �23 to +12 were collected and embedded in 40 kb of
random sequence to simulate a genome for subsequent scan-
ning. The nine promoters were extracted and aligned from
position �23 to +11, which is exactly the same alignment

as shown in reference (26). A logo built from the nine sites
is similar to the other seven logos (Figure 2).

In summary, a total of 108 promoters were included in the
eight promoter models described above. A genomic map with
promoter locations for seven of these phages is shown in
Figure 3. By comparing the promoter locations in different
genomes, we can see that most promoters have equivalent
locations and almost all are located between gene coding
regions. This comparison confirmed our predictions and
strongly indicated that these phages have a similar strategy
of transcriptional control.

Combined models for T7-like promoters

Generally we do not combine binding site models from dif-
ferent organisms because the recognizers may have different
DNA site domains and altered binding site affinities. Com-
bined models will often have lower information than either
model independently, so that a heterologous model may pick
up false sites or miss true sites. However the individual T7-like
promoter models are so highly conserved that a combined
model can be fruitfully used to identify T7-like promoters
(see below). Once such sites are identified, they can be
used to produce a model that exclusively represents one recog-
nizer. That is, we use combined models as stepping stones to
obtain native models.

Combined models were built from several sets of promoters
(Figure 4). First, three pairs of closely related models were
combined: T7 and fA1122, T3 and fYeO3-12, and SP6 and
K1-5. Then all eight individual models were combined into a
single model, which contains all 109 promoters from the eight
phages. When two binding site sets are combined, an increase

Figure 3. Genomic organization of seven T7 group phages and locations of T7-like promoters used in models. Genes are represented by rectangles that are displaced
upwards after each gene to show the genomic structure, and different colors indicate different genomic regions as marked. Gene numbering was given for orthologous
genes of these seven phages. Known or predicted promoters are marked as vertical lines with flags. Genome lengths were normalized.
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in information content in the combined model relative to its
parts suggests that the parts are closely related and a decrease
clearly indicates that the sets are not so closely related.

When the T7 and fA1122 model are combined, the resulting
model contains a slightly higher information content (36.7
bits) than each model alone (Figure 4A); the 29-site T3 and
fYeO3-12 model is 36.7 bits, also higher than each model
alone (Figure 4B). For the above two pairs of phages, one
phage RNAP should be able to cross-recognize all or most
promoters from the other phage.

The SP6 and K1-5 models were combined into a 26-site
model, which contains about the same information as each
model alone (Figure 4C). Though these two models are highly
similar to each other, the RNAPs might not cross-recognize
their promoters because these two models contain different
bases at position �11 (8).

Finally, all eight models (containing 108 promoters) and a
T7 promoter (17A) in the T3 genome (66) were combined into

a single 109-site model, the information dropped to 24.6 bits
(Figure 4D). Since the 109-site model is biased towards the T7,
fA1122, T3 and fYeO3-12 models, a less biased 76-site
model was built by removing the fA1122 and fYeO3-12
promoters from the 109-site model (Figure 4E).

Comparing different combined models, we can see that
trying to give a consensus sequence for all T7-like promoters
would be misleading: even the 109-site and 76-site models are
biased and cannot be viewed as universal models for identi-
fying all T7-like promoters. If more T7-like promoters are
identified and included in a combined model, the conservation
(information) would probably be low compared with current
combined models.

T7 group genome scanning with the T7-like models

We scanned many genomes with the eight T7-like models and
the combined 76-site model. First, each of the nine models was

Figure 4. Different combined models of T7-like promoters. Information contents were calculated from�20 to+5 for all combined models. The AT-rich region (�17
to �13, black triangles), ‘specificity’ region (�12 to �8, black circles), promoter core (�7 to �4, open box) and melting region (�4 to �1, black rectangle) are
marked according to (89,90).
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used to scan the eight phages of the T7 group. Then the nine
models were used to scan seven other distantly related T7-like
phages and a prophage. These models were also used to scan
genome survey sequences from several uncultured viral
communities (67–70).

When scanning each of the eight genomes of the T7 group
with its own model or a closely related model, a significant gap
of 8–14 bits in the individual information (Ri) distribution was
observed between the promoter sites and the noncoding-strand
background or other sequences (Figure 5, double-headed

Figure 5. Individual information distribution of genome scanning with the eight T7-like promoter models. The eight models were used to scan both strands of the
genomes of T7-like phages and the individual information distributions were plotted for each scan by using colored squares (green means 1 site; blue, 2 sites; purple,
3 sites; red 4 or more sites). When each model was used to scan its own genome or a closely related genome, a significant gap (double-headed arrow) was observed
between promoter sites in the model and other sequences. The separating lines around 12 bits mark the highest individual information of the noncoding strand, which
acts as a background control, since all experimentally demonstrated T7-like promoters are on the coding strand. For K11 scanned with K11, the site which is plotted at
22 bits is actually 22.99 bits and this is called 23 bits in the text.
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arrows), suggesting that the models can be used to identify
new T7-like promoters. The higher bound of the gap, which is
the lower bound of promoters in the model, ranges from 23 to
30 bits. The lower bound of the gap, which is approximately
the higher bound of the background, ranges from 13 to 17 bits
(Figure 5). A gap of 8 bits corresponds to a binding constant
change of at least 28 ¼ 256-fold (71).

T7 and fA1122. The T7 and fA1122 models were used to scan
the seven genomes of the T7 group and a random sequence
into which we inserted the nine K11 promoters. Because these
two models are almost identical, similar Ri distributions were
observed for both models. A significant gap, with a lower
bound at 13 or 14 bits and an upper bound at 24 bits, was
observed when scanning the T7 and fA1122 genomes
(Figure 5A and B). When scanning the other six genomes,
some T3, fYeO3-12 and K11 promoters were as high as 22, 24
and 20 bits, respectively, while the gh-1, SP6 and K1-5 pro-
moters were always lower than 16 bits, suggesting that phages
T3, fYeO3-12 and K11 are closer to T7 and fA1122 than
phages gh-1, SP6 and K1-5 are (Figure 5A and B). The so-
called T7 promoter (17A) in the T3 genome (66) was picked
up at 40 bits by the T7 and fA1122 models (Figure 5A and B).
This promoter is located in a region covering genes 15 to 18.5,
which was probably introduced into a progenitor of T3 by a
recombination event between the ancestors of two yersinio-
phages, fA1122 and fYeO3-12 (19). So this promoter was
originally from a progenitor of fA1122 and we named it 17A
in this study, since it is identical to promoter 17 in fA1122
(Figure 1).

T3 and fYeO3-12. Scanning with the T3 and fYeO3-12 mod-
els also gave similar Ri distributions (Figure 5C and D). When
scanning the T3 and fYeO3-12 genomes, a gap was observed
between 14 or 17 to 30 bits. Some T7, fA1122 and K11
promoters were picked up from 12 to 22 bits, but no promoters
from SP6, K1-5 and gh-1 were found higher than 14 bits.

SP6 and K1-5. When scanning the SP6 genome with the SP6
model, there are no sites between 15 and 25 bits (Figure 5E).
When scanning the phage K1-5 genome with the SP6 model,
the 14 K1-5 promoters range from 18 to 31 bits and no sig-
nificant gap can be observed, so no double-headed arrow is
shown (Figure 5E). This indicates that, although K1-5 is sim-
ilar to SP6, it is not so closely related to SP6 as fA1122 is
to T7, or fYeO3-12 is to T3. When scanning the random
sequence into which we inserted the 9 K11 promoters, four
sites of 18–21 bits were picked up. When scanning the other
five phage genomes, no sites above 13 bits were found
(Figure 5E). When the K1-5 model was used to scan the
K1-5 genome, a gap was observed between 14 and 23 bits
(Figure 5F). When scanning the SP6 genome, 11 promoters
were above 20 bits, the other one was only 15.3 bits. No sites
above 16 bits were found for the other six genomes (Figure 5F).

gh-1. When the gh-1 model was used to scan its own genome,
a gap from 17 to 28 bits was observed (Figure 5G). The phage
gh-1 is distantly related to other members of the T7 group, so
the gh-1 model cannot pick up any of the other seven phage
promoters above 16 bits (Figure 5G).

K11. Though no genome sequence is available for phage K11,
the K11 model was used to scan other phage genomes and, for

consistency, a random sequence into which we inserted the
nine K11 promoters. When the random sequence containing
embedded K11 promoters was scanned with the K11 model,
a gap was observed between 13 and 23 bits (Figure 5H). When
the genomes of T7, fA1122, T3, fYeO3-12 and SP6 were
scanned, their promoters gave an Ri up to �22 bits, while the
Ris of the K1-5 and gh-1 promoters were much lower
(Figure 5H).

Scanning other genomes with the T7-like models

Each of the eight promoter models and the combined 76-site
model were also used to scan seven other distantly related
T7-like phages, fKMV, P60, VpV262, SIO1, PaP3, Xp10
and P-SSP7, and a T7-like prophage, Ppu40 (PHAGE03),
which is in the genome of P.putida KT2440 (20,55,72).
With the 76-site model, 108 of the total 109 promoters in
the eight phages of the T7 group were picked up above 12
bits, and smaller gaps of 3–7 bits (compared with individual
model scanning, Figure 5) still exist (Figure 6A). In contrast,
only three sites (in P-SSP7) above 12 bits were found for the
eight distantly related phages (Figure 6B). When these eight
phages were scanned with each of the eight models, most
sites were below 15 bits (data not shown). Two exceptions,
found by scanning with the gh-1 model, are a 17.0-bit site in
Ppu40 (NC_002947, 2616401) and a 19.7-bit site in VpV262
(NC_003907, 43750 on the complimentary strand). Since all
promoters for the T7 group of phages are higher than 23 bits
with their own models (Figure 5), these results show that there
are at best weakly conserved T7-like promoters in these eight
phages and certainly no full sets of T7-like promoters; similar
predictions have been made by other researchers (22,34,53).

fKMV. We looked into some other predictions for several of
these eight distant T7-like phages. For the phage fKMV, three
sites were predicted (22). We built a model using these three
sites and scanned the fKMV genome with this model. The
result shows that only the same three sites were found (Sup-
plementary Figure S6). All three sites are located in intergenic
regions, which is consistent with them being promoters. How-
ever the logo for the three sites is at best weakly T7-like and
there are only three sites, while members of the T7 group have
at least nine promoters.

Xp10. For the phage Xp10, seven sites were predicted recently
and two of them were demonstrated experimentally (73). An
initial model (17.8 bits) built from these seven sites picks up
the same seven sites above 15 bits, the other sequences are
below 13 bits (two are about 12.5 bits and the others are below
11 bits), thus giving a gap of 3 bits. When we included the two
12-bit sites into the model, the information rose to 18.3 bits.
When this 9-site model was used to scan the Xp10 genome, the
same nine sites were found above 16 bits, while the other
sequences are below 12 bits, thus giving a gap of 5 bits (Sup-
plementary Figure S7). This result indicates that the 9-site
model is slightly better than the initial 7-site model. The
two sites predicted here are located at 15 444 and 42 789
(on the complementary strand), respectively. The site at
42 789 indicates that the phage RNAP could also be respons-
ible for part of the left-oriented transcription.

P-SSP7. For the phage P-SSP7 no promoters have been pre-
dicted (74). Genome scanning with the 76-site model found
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five sites between 10 and 13 bits (Figure 6B). However, a
sequence logo built from these five sites shows little conser-
vation (only 11 bits, data not shown), and a model built from
these five sites is not distinctly separated with a gap from other
sequences. Adding weaker sites into the model did not
improve the results. Then we used the program Blast2 to
align every 1 kb fragment of the P-SSP7 genome against
the rest of the genome. Only two matching sequences of
20 bases were revealed; one is located within the P-SSP7
RNAP coding region (5933) and the other (42 900) right after
gene gp19 (coding for DNA maturase). Neither of these is a
member of the five sites mentioned above. Since all members
of the T7 group contain a promoter after gp19, this result
suggests those two sites are likely to be P-SSP7 promoters.

The above analysis shows clearly that the three phages
fKMV, Xp10 and P-SSP7 do not have a set of conserved
T7-like promoters; at best they have several weakly conserved
T7-like promoters. The results strongly suggest that these
distantly related T7-like phages may have a different strategy
of transcriptional control from that of the T7 group phages.

By scanning the available pieces of genome of the phages
Kvp1, K1E and K5 with the 76-site model, several promoters
of 19–24 bits were found (Figure 6C). One site of 20.3 bits was
picked up by the 76-site model from one piece of phage Kvp1
sequence (X96817 at 112) (28). One site of 23.4 bits was
picked up by the 76-site model from one piece of phage
K1E sequence (X78310 at 692) (75), this site was also picked
up by the SP6 model (29 bits) and the K1-5 model (37.2 bits,
data not shown). One site of 19.4 bits was picked up from one
piece of phage K5 sequence (Y10025 at 352) (76), this site was
also picked up by the SP6 model (25.3 bits) and the K1-5
model (33.3 bits, data not shown). The results support the

inclusion of these three phages in the T7 group and further
indicate that the phages K1E and K5 are related to SP6 and
K1-5 (48).

To detect the possible distribution of the T7 group of phages
in the environment, genome survey sequences from four
uncultured viral communities were scanned with each of
the T7-like models and the combined 76-site model. With
the 76-site model, a total of 22 sites were picked up above
12 bits from 1200 kb of marine phage sequences (named
Marine in Figure 6D) (67). Within these, one site of 22.4
bits was also picked up by the T3 model (23.9 bits) and the
fYeO3-12 model (24.6 bits) in BH898648 at 276, another site
of 17.3 bits was also picked up by the SP6 model (25.8 bits) in
AY080583 at 48. These two sites are significant, while the
others may not be. For the other three viral communities (68–
70), no sites above 16 bits were found with the 76-site model
(Sediment, Human and Horse in Figure 6D), and no sites
above 18 bits were found with any of the eight individual
models (data not shown). These results suggest that the T7
group of phages may not be so widespread as hypothesized
previously (67), and so the results support more recent
evidence of their rarity (77).

Phylogenetic analysis of the T7-like
promoters and the phage RNAPs

Zhang’s three dimensional method (45) was used to calculate
the distances among the eight promoter models. The resulting
base frequency distance matrix was used to infer a phylogen-
etic tree, which shows five well-defined branches (Figure 7A),
indicating that the eight phages can be classified into
five subgroups: T7-like, T3-like, K11-like, gh-1-like and

Figure 6. Individual information distribution of genome scanning with the combined 76-site model. (A) The eight phages of the T7 group were scanned, small gaps
(double-headed arrow) are observed between the promoters and the background. (B) Another eight complete T7-like phage genomes were also scanned, and most
sites were under 12 bits. (C) Scans of partial genomes of three other phages of the T7 group. (D) Scans of phage genome survey sequences from four uncultured viral
communities, marine (Marine), marine sediment (Sediment), human feces (Human) and horse feces (Horse). The vertical line at 12 bits is the proposed approximate
lower bound for functional T7-like promoters. Fragment orientation is unknown for parts (C) and (D), so no background line is shown.
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SP6-like. A similar result was obtained with the Euclidean
distance method (data not shown). To confirm these results,
a phylogeny was also constructed based on the alignment of all
109 promoters by using a standard distance method with the
program dnadist (42). We compared the promoters and found
that transitions are less frequent than transversions. This is in
contrast with protein coding regions which are often assumed
to have a transition to transversion ratio of 2.0 (42). When the
frequency of substitutions between all four bases is equal, the
transition/transversion ratio is 0.5. Dnadist gave infinite dis-
tances between some promoters when values of transition/
transversion >0.6 were used, suggesting that promoter regions
do not favor transitions over transversions. When a ratio of
0.5 was used to estimate the distances among the promoters
with the program dnadist, a tree similar to Figure 7A was
obtained (Supplementary Figure S1). Furthermore, this tree
is consistent with the detailed genome scans described in
the previous section. Therefore, the result shown in

Figure 7A is method-independent and this validates the
Zhang comparison of matrices.

Sequences homologous to phage-type RNAPs are found in
many eukaryotes (78). Phylogenetic analysis has shown that
three distinct classes of single-subunit RNAP (phage-encoded,
plasmid-encoded and nucleus-encoded) are well-defined (79).
In this study, we focused on the phage-encoded RNAPs, most
of which have been found in T7-like phages. An unrooted tree
was generated for the eight RNAPs from the T7 group of
phages. As with the promoter models, the protein sequences
also show five branches, but with three closely related (T7-
like, T3-like and K11-like), one moderately related (gh-1-like)
and one distantly related (SP6-like) (Figure 7B).

The DNA site and protein phylogenetic trees were based on
different distance computation algorithms, so they are not
directly comparable. To address this, both trees were normal-
ized by their respective total branch length, resulting in
two trees with the same scale, showing the fraction of total
divergence (Figure 7).

A tree was also constructed for all available phage-type
RNAPs which are from the eight T7 group of phages, three
distantly related T7-like phages and three bacterial genomes
(Supplementary Table S1 and Supplementary Figures S2 and
S3). The result shows that the three RNAPs (Ppu40, C58 and
CGA) found in bacterial genomes are closer to the T7 and T3
RNAPs (average distance, �xx ¼ 1:32) than the SP6 and K1-5
RNAPs are (�xx ¼ 1:50), while the three RNAPs (Xp10, P60 and
fKMV) from the three distant T7-like phages are even more
distantly related to the T7 and T3 RNAPs (�xx ¼ 1:75).

Phylogenetic analysis was also performed for phage RNAPs
by using the maximum likelihood method implemented in the
program ProML (42). The results are highly similar to
Figure 7B and Supplementary Figure S3 (data not shown).

DISCUSSION

The T7-like promoter models

A total of eight T7-like promoter models were built in this
study, within which the fA1122 model looks almost the same
as the T7 model and the fYeO3-12 model looks almost the
same as the T3 model (Figure 2). For each of these two almost
identical pairs, some promoters are identical from �20 to +5
(Figure 1), and the RNAPs are 98.5 and 99.1% identical (Sup-
plementary Table S1), so apparently one phage RNAP should
recognize all or most promoters from the other phage. Though
the K1-5 model is highly similar to the SP6 model (Figure 2),
the SP6 RNAP, which is 85.4% identical to the K1-5 RNAP
(Supplementary Table S1), might not recognize K1-5 pro-
moters, because these two models have different bases at
position �11 (8). It is not clear whether the K1-5 RNAP
recognizes SP6 promoters. The other two models, gh-1 and
K11, are much more diversified, except in the region from
position �7 to �4, which is the most conserved for all eight
models (Figures 2 and 4).

Each model is able to clearly identify the promoters from its
own phage genome (Figure 5). Furthermore a leave-one-out
test was carried out for all eight models (data not shown). For
the T7 and T3 models, which were built from known pro-
moters, the lowest Ri for a site which was left out from the
model is 19.7 bits (the background, from the untranscribed

Figure 7. Phylogenetic analysis of the T7-like promoter models and the RNAPs
from the eight T7 group phages. (A) Distances among different promoter
models were calculated by the program diffribl using Zhang’s method. The
resulting distance matrix was used to generate the tree by the programs neighbor
and drawtree. Individual and combined sequence logos are shown for compar-
ison. (B) An unrooted tree of the eight RNAP protein sequences was constructed
using the programs protdist and neighbor from the PHYLIP 3.6a3 package (42).
All nodes have 100% bootstrap support except for one which is 80% (indicated
by a black triangle). The two trees in (A) and (B) were normalized, so the scale
bar applies to both trees and represents 10% of respective total branch length.
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complementary strand, is lower than 13 bits). For the other six
models, all sites that were left out from respective models are
higher than 20 bits, thus the models were further confirmed as
being self-consistent.

Using a string-based search algorithm, Lavigne et al. (34)
predicted promoters for several members of the T7 group.
Their method was based on mismatch counting to a consensus
and this has been shown to be error prone (35). They missed
one T7 promoter (4.7) in the T7 genome because this promoter
deviates at six positions from the consensus promoter, and
picked up the T7 promoter in the T3 genome when they inten-
ded to predict T3 promoters. They also predicted 12 gh-1
promoters, which include the 10 promoters predicted in this
study and two more sites at position 2918 (2885–2934) and
11 237 (11 204–11 253). By our 10-site model, these two sites
contain only 15.4 and 16.5 bits of information, slightly higher
than the background (Figure 5G). Even when we included both
of Lavigne’s sites into our 10-site model, the information only
rose to 18.3 and 18.9 bits, respectively, still too low to be
considered as promoters, because they are far lower than
the average of 33.5 bits (P ¼ 4.9 · 10�5). One possible
explanation is that these two sites are decayed or weak pro-
moters. Therefore the information theory based promoter
models appear to be more robust than previous models.

Genome scanning with the T7-like promoter models

Because T7 promoters (4,33) and T7-like promoters (this
work) have excess information, when each of the models
was used to scan its own genome or a closely related genome,
a significant gap (P < 6 · 10�4) was observed in the Ri
distribution between the promoters in the models and the
next weaker site or the background of the opposite strand
(Figure 5, double-headed arrows). The gap has a lower
bound of 15 bits and an upper bound from 23 to 30 bits.
The existence of a gap in the Ri distribution allows us to
distinguish T7-like promoters from the background when
scanning genomes with these models. The combined 76-site
model can locate 108 out of the 109 promoters (Figure 6A). So
each of the eight individual models can be used to identify
closely related promoters, while the combined 76-site model
can be used to identify weak or distantly related T7-like pro-
moters. The 76-site model is clearly not a biological model for
any particular promoter. However, it is useful for identifying
T7-like promoters because it detects the common features
among them.

With the nine models, we scanned eight other T7-like gen-
omes, fKMV, P60, VpV262, SIO1, PaP3, Xp10, P-SSP7 and
Ppu40 (Figure 6B). Unlike scans of the T7 group of phages
(Figure 6A) the nine models do not recognize sites in these
genomes (Figure 6B and data not shown), so the models dis-
tinguish between the T7 group of phages and these eight
T7-like phages. The results suggest that these phages use a
different strategy of infection by either using the host RNAP or
by encoding their own polymerase that recognizes promoters
highly distinct from the known T7-like promoters.

Evolution and classification of T7-like phages

Extensive horizontal exchange of genes or groups of genes has
resulted in mosaic genomes in temperate phages (11,80).
Strictly virulent phages must have few opportunities for

recombination with similar phages because the chance for a
cell to be coinfected by two different virulent phages is smaller
than superinfection of lysogens in natural conditions. How-
ever, horizontal exchange has been observed both within the
T7 group of phages (16,19,20) and between the members of
the T7 group and other phages (17,20,81). During these
exchanges, the RNAP gene and the majority of its promoters
must be kept together to ensure a functional T7-like transcrip-
tion system and to retain the strategy of infection for this group
of phages. In contrast, none of the other distantly related
T7-like phages contain both components of the T7-like tran-
scription system, indicating that the strategy of infection is
different from that of the T7 group of phages.

The discovery of an apparent T7-like prophage (Ppu40) in
the genome of P.putida KT2440 was surprising, since it has
homology to most of the essential T7 genes and the gene
orders are almost the same (20,55,72). This phage may have
evolved from an ancestral phage of the T7 group. During the
evolution, one major change for this phage was the insertion of
an integration module at the right end of its genome, presum-
ably providing the phage the ability to integrate as a prophage.
However the most striking difference between this prophage
and the T7 group of phages is that the prophage does not con-
tain a set of well-conserved T7-like promoters (Figure 6B). To
investigate this phage we lowered the threshold of genome
scanning by the gh-1 promoter model because we had already
found a 17-bit gh-1 site in Ppu40. Eleven putative promoters
were identified in the prophage genome and used to build a
model which gave 19.1 bits (Supplementary Figure S5), sig-
nificantly lower than that of other T7-like promoter models
(Figure 2). This suggests that the promoters have been par-
tially decayed since the phage diverged from the T7 group, and
that the strategy of infection has been significantly changed.

The strategy of infection was originally used as a criterion
for inferring phylogenetic relationships with the phage T7 (3).
To make the concept that a phage has a similar strategy of
infection as T7 more precise, in this paper we define the T7
group of phages as those phages that contain both a phage-
specific RNAP and a set of conserved T7-like promoters (e.g.
as found by the 76-site model). Different phage subgroups can
be classified based on the promoter pattern recognized by the
phage-encoded RNAP, which is reflected in the sequence
logos (Figure 2). Generally, members of the same subgroup
can recognize each other’s promoters. A phage that shares
genomic similarity in any genetic module with the T7
group of phages, but does not contain both components of
the T7-like transcription system, can be assigned to the T7
supergroup. These definitions provide a framework for clas-
sification of T7 supergroup phages.

Though the phage-encoded RNAP has been recognized as a
hallmark feature of the T7 group (13,14), it is not appropriate
to classify T7-like phages only based on the phage RNAPs.
Several distant T7-like phages (fKMV, Xp10 and P60) encode
a T7-like RNAP, but they do not contain a set of conserved
phage promoters that we could detect, so they do not belong to
the T7 group. The RNAP encoded by the prophage Ppu40 is
closer to the T7 and T3 RNAPs than SP6 and K1-5 RNAPs are
to T7 and T3 (Supplementary Figure S3), but as discussed
above, the corresponding promoters have been partially
decayed, so this prophage should also not be classified as a
member of the T7 group.
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The T7 group of phages were classified previously into three
subgroups (T7-like, T3-like and BA14-like) based on the effi-
ciency of recombination with each other (2). In addition to
these three subgroups, we propose at least four more sub-
groups based on the promoter pattern recognized by their
RNAPs (Figure 8: SP6, gh-1, K11 and others).

We characterize these subgroups as follows (Figure 8). T7:
the phages fI, fII, H and W31 have been shown to be more
closely related to phage T7 than is T3 (31), and the Yersinia
phage H and Escherichia coli phage fII are nearly identical
(82), so these phages should belong to the T7 subgroup. T3: the
phages T3 and fYeO3-12 make the T3 subgroup. SP6: the
phages SP6, K1-5, K5 and K1E have been shown to be closely
related (17,48), and one K5 promoter and one K1E promoter
were picked up above 25 bits by the SP6 and K1-5 models
(Figure 6C), suggesting these four phages belong to the SP6
subgroup. gh-1 and K11: so far no closely related members
have been found for phages gh-1 and K11, so each of these two
phages makes a separate subgroup. BA14: the BA14-like

phages include three isolates (29,30). Others: the RNAPs of
the phages A16 and CK235 show substantial heterologous
transcription on each other’s DNA, but much lower activity
on several other members of this group (32), so these two
phages can be assigned to a separate subgroup. Similarly,
the phages f1.2 and K31 have even stronger heterologous
transcription, and <10% activity on other members of this
group, so they should also belong to a separate subgroup.
The Serratia phage IV and Citrobacter phage ViIII share
no detectable similarity with other members of the T7
group (3), so each of these two may belong to different sub-
groups. The phage Kvp1 has also been shown to be a close
relative of the T7 group (28) and, although the one predicted
Kvp1 promoter was not found by any of the eight T7-like
promoter models, it was identified by the lower information
content 76-site model (Figure 6C). So Kvp1 is also in a
separate subgroup.

As we were finishing this paper the genome for Vibriophage
VP4 was published (NC_007149). When the VP4 genome was

Figure 8. Classification of T7-like phages based in part on phage promoters and single subunit RNAPs (ssRNAPs). NA means data not available, plus means the
ssRNAP gene or promoters can be found in the genome, minus means that no ssRNAP gene or promoters can be found.
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scanned with the 76-site model, 19 sites were picked up above
14 bits while other sequences are below 10 bits. These 19 sites
were used to build an initial model. Two of these sites did
not fit well, so the final model has 17 sites (Supplementary
Figure S8). The VP4 promoters differ from T3 in only a few
positions and so can be classified as a new T7 subgroup
(Figure 8).

So far there have been only eight (including VP4) genomic
sequences available for the T7 group, seven of which were
sequenced within the last few years. Sequencing of the 17 other
members (listed in Figure 8) should provide further insights
into the evolution of this group of phages.

Polymerases and their promoters evolve differently

Phylogenetic analysis confirmed that the promoters coevolve
with their RNAPs since the three pairs of most closely related
RNAPs recognize promoters that cluster together (Figure 7A
and B: T7 and fA1122, T3 and fYeO3-12, SP6 and K1-5).
However, while the promoters have diverged approximately
equally (Figure 7A), the polymerases have changed by differ-
ent amounts relative to each other, since the SP6-like
polymerases have diverged away from T7, T3, K11 and
gh-1 more than the latter have diverged from each other.
The gh-1 polymerases have diverged an intermediate amount
(Figure 7B). Apparently the promoters and their corresponding
polymerases did not evolve at equal rates.

To understand the difference between the promoter and
polymerase phylogenetic trees, we first propose the standard
explanation that the polymerase genes diverge by neutral drift.
That is, the polymerases all retain common functions of DNA
binding and transcription and are mostly altered in irrelevant
components, along with some change in DNA pattern recog-
nition. At least 41 amino acids in the polymerase are thought to
be in direct contact with the promoters (21), which represents
only 5% of the 883 amino acid T7 polymerase protein. This
implies that the lengths of the branches should be, for the
most part, proportional to evolutionary time as a ‘molecular
clock’. We tested this hypothesis by creating phylogenetic
trees for 17 different genes in seven phages of the T7
group (Supplementary Figure S4). The resulting trees show
greater divergence of SP6 and K1-5 proteins than the other
phage proteins for 16 of the 17 ortholog trees built. This
demonstrates that the polymerase divergence corresponds to
phage divergence.

We were concerned that our novel method for comparing
the promoters could give anomalous results. We measured
divergence of the promoters by using the distance between
them in a probability space, but we obtained similar results
using conventional methods (Compare Figure 7A with Sup-
plementary Figure S1), so their divergence by similar amounts
does not appear to be a function of the method used.

The polymerases and their binding sites must coevolve (83),
yet their phylogenetic trees are strikingly different (Figure 7).
We propose two hypotheses to explain the different evolution
of the promoters and their polymerases: coding saturation and
size discrepancy.

In the first hypothesis, coding saturation, when two phages
begin to diverge their polymerases may still recognize the
promoters of the other phage, so there could be strong selective
pressure to become different. For example, inappropriate firing

of promoters by a heterologous polymerase might interfere
with phage transcription and DNA replication. Once a signi-
ficant difference in recognition (and the corresponding binding
sites) has been achieved, the promoters have no further select-
ive pressure to change. Furthermore, since they coevolve with
the polymerase, the promoter-polymerase system may resist
change. The requirement for functional coevolution of the
binding sites and their similarity in a coding space restricts
their change, analogous to a particles trapped in a viscous
solution. In this case the divergence proceeds just far enough
to be functionally different and no further. In contrast, while
remaining functional, the neutral divergence of the proteins is
continuous over time, analogous to the Newtonian diffusion of
gas spreading out after release from a container. There is no
immediate limit to the divergence.

Since all of the protein sequences represent RNAPs, the
protein sequence divergence measures mostly neutral and a
few functional changes that specify the promoter sequences.
This measure reflects the divergence of the strains over time.
On the other hand, the DNA sequences of the promoters reflect
more functional differences and less neutral drift. For
example, if, after divergence, bacteriophage T7 competed
with bacteriophage T3 for burst size in bacterial colonies
there could be selection for distinct promoter patterns during
co-infections.

In this hypothesis the promoter patterns only diverge until
they became distinct. Shannon’s channel capacity theorem
(84), applied to DNA recognition (85,86) states that the pro-
moters can become as distinct as necessary for survival and
that a sharp distinction could exist [and indeed does exist (87)]
between T7 and T3 promoters. That is, T7 and T3 promoters
evolved to form a distinct code in sequence space. Once a code
distinguishing the two promoters has been found, there is no
further evolutionary pressure or advantage to change, since
each phage activates only its own promoters. At this point only
slow neutral drift takes place. The drift will be slow because
of the constraint that the 17 or so promoters must always
correspond to the cognate polymerases. So promoters from
different phages should diverge in coding space until they
are just distinct and then they stop diverging significantly.
This explains the observed uniformly diverged phylogenetic
tree of the promoters. The hypothesis depends strongly on the
ecology of the phage. If they do not meet and compete in
nature, the hypothesis will fail. However, it is well known
that T7 phages exchange modular units (16,19,20) and so
they must meet at least frequently enough for recombination
and hence they have opportunity for promoter competition.

The alternative hypothesis, size discrepancy, is that proteins
and DNA-binding sites are vastly different in size and this will
affect the rate of divergence. The promoters used in this study
(Figure 1) have an average of 33.4 ± 1.7 bits (Figure 2). This is
significantly higher than other binding sites (4,33) but it is
much smaller than proteins since the alignment for the cor-
responding eight polymerase proteins gives 1097 bits. Neutral
drift of the polymerases could continue for a long time while
the promoters, being smaller, may reach limits of change more
rapidly. For this hypothesis we propose that the promoters
have, for the most part, reached their limits of divergence
while the polymerases have not. The main objection to this
hypothesis is that the sequence logos still all resemble each
other greatly (Figures 2, 4 and 7), so there is clearly more
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divergence possible. Therefore we suggest that the coding
saturation hypothesis is more likely to explain the difference
in evolution of promoters and their polymerases.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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